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I. Calling of the Meeting to Order 

II. Informal Statements and Proposals 
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IV. President's Report 
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Communication AND Honors Committee Interim proposal) 
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VIII. As May Arise 
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WICHITA STATE UNIVERSI1Y 

Elliott School of Communication 

WSU Faculty Senate 
Vernon Keel, Director, Elliott School of Communication !. -1l. 
Kate Hawkins, Director, Basic Course in Communication('~.:_,) 
January 24, 1996 
Proposal for a New Honors Curriculum 

As directed by the faculty of the Elliott School of Communica
tion, the ESC Basic Course Faculty Policy Committee met on Thurs
day, January 11th, to propose a response to the 12/1/95 "Proposal 
for a New Honors curriculum." The following is the committee's 
report to the ESC faculty. At its meeting held on Monday, Janu
ary 22, the ESC faculty voted unanimous approval of the report. 

The committee wishes to express its unequivocal unanimous support 
for the establishment and maintenance of a strong honors program 
at Wichita State University. In that sense, we agree with the 
claim presented in the proposal that a healthy honors program has 
many advantages for the university. While we applaud the goal of 
building and sustaining "a vigorous, academically challenging 
honors program," we have misgivings about the honors curriculum 
proposed in the 12/1/95 document. Specifically, we question the 
practice of substituting a sequence of three honors seminars for 
the three basic skills courses in composition and oral communica
tion. 

In addition to affirming the concerns raised by Diane Quantic in 
her response to the honors proposal, we have identified several 
additional problems with the proposed honors curriculum. First, 
it has been our experience that while honors students may in some 
ways be "better prepared for college in terms of both learning 
skills and general knowledge" than are their peers, this height
ened level of preparation does not extend to skill and knowledge 
in oral communication. In fact, our experience reveals that 
honors students are virtually indistinguishable from their non
honors counterparts in that regard. Therefore, we question the 
advisability of denying honors students comprehensive instruction 
in oral communication. Rather, we believe that effective honors 
instruction in oral communication should incorporate elements 
common to all sections of the basic course, but be enhanced by 
adding components that challenge honors students' mental rigor. 

Second, a sizable proportion of students suffer from moderate to 
severe speech anxiety. Our basic course in oral communication is 
designed to address this problem through the use of systematic 
desensitization, or the reduction of students' anxiety through 
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participation in gradually longer and more complex speaking 
situations during the course of one semester. Adoption of the • 
three semester honors seminar sequence would negate the positive 
effects of systematic desensitization. It is important to note • 
that the available evidence suggests that honors students are no 
less susceptible to speech anxiety than their non-honors peers. 
In addition, spreading required speeches over a three semester 
time period greatly reduces students' ability to incorporate 
instructors' feedback from previous speeches. Denying the oppor-
tunity for incremental learning reduces the effectiveness of oral 
communication instruction. 

Third, we believe that the strongest honors instruction does not 
ignore disciplinary integrity. Rather, it respects it by utiliz
ing the knowledge and teaching base of appropriately trained 
faculty in the relevant disciplines. Specifically, it is not 
appropriate, in our view, for faculty whose interests and educa
tion lie outside of the disciplines of composition and oral 
communication instruction to be given the responsibility for 
honors instruction in those areas. 

We look forward to an invitation to be included in the ongoing 
discussions regarding a new honors curriculum at WSU. We feel 
that we can contribute valuable input to such discussions. For 
example, we would like to suggest the following alternatives to 
the proposed honors seminar sequence: 

1. Continue offering free standing honors sections of the basic 
courses in composition and oral communication, taught by faculty • 
from those disciplines. Our experience with this model here at 
WSU has been uniformly positive over the years. 

2. Linking intact honors sections of the basic course in oral 
communication (and composition) with other honors courses (e.g., 
philosophy, psychology, etc.) taught by faculty from those disci
plines, so that honors students concurrently enrolled in the 
linked courses could address some common topics that could bridge 
the linked courses. Experience at various institutions has shown 
this model to be a viable one. 

3. Applying the honors seminar sequence to fulfillment of Gener
al Education course requirements other than those for the basic 
composition and oral communication courses (e.g., honors intro
ductory courses in humanities, social sciences, etc.), taught by 
faculty from those disciplines. 

To summarize, while we support the revitalization of the WSU 
honors program, we have identified a number of concerns with the 
12/1/95 "Proposal for a New Honors Curriculum." We look forward 
to an opportunity to work with our col leagues across campus in 
the development of a truly high quality honors curriculum. 
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January 24, 1996 

TO: 

FROM: 

Faculty Senate 

Honors Committee 

SUBJECT: An Interim Proposal 

After reviewing concerns expressed in the initial Senate 
discussion of our December proposal for a new honors curriculum, we 
would like to make an interim proposal. 

The needs of the honors program, as we tried to spell out in 
December, call for responsible action as soon as feasible. As 
reported statistics showed, retention of students in the program 
has dropped to only 10%, and students have made it clear that a 
primary reason for flagging interest and involvement is the 
weakness of the curriculum: (1) it doesn't mesh with other 
university requirements, (2) too few genuinely "honors" sections 
are offered, and those in too few subjects, (3) the handful of 
outstanding courses available don't fit together as a coherent 
program. At the same time, departments argue that enrollments do 
not justify offering the courses that students would prefer. A 
downward cycle has set in. Only a refocused curriculum will reverse 
these trends . 

Action on behalf of honors is important for several reasons. 
First, simply because we should do our best for students, 
especially for able, motivated students eligible to participate in 
honors. Second, a sound, academically attractive honors program is 
an important part of the University's efforts to recruit not only 
potential honors students themselves, but others who will be 
attracted to a university that is committed to genuine academic 
excellence and achievement. Third, because a good honors program 
pushes everyone on campus towards higher levels of achievement. 
Fourth, because a good honors curriculum can offer the faculty a 
laboratory for curricular and teaching experiments. WSU once 
enjoyed these benefits, but has long since lost them. In the 
present competitive environment, we cannot afford to forego them 
any longer . 

In all but one respect, our December proposal was very 
conservative in design. Leaving aside the recommendation concerning 
credit for English and speech, it proposed simply to center the 
honors program in general education, and to assure students some 
honors credits in their majors. Both of these features represent 
important changes from current practice. overall, they would return 
the program to something like its configuration of 20 years ago. 

, Virtually all the debate in December centered on our proposal 
to give students credit for three Basic Skills courses if they 
complete the proposed required freshman/sophomore integrated 
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seminar sequence. This part of our recommendations is a major 
departure, and it was entirely natural for many to have serious • 
doubts about it on first hearing. The Senate mandated consultations 
with the English and Communications departments. Both departments 
have named committees to work on this and these committees are 
preparing for meetings with the honors committee, which should 
begin shortly. However, it would be unreasonable to expect a quick 
conclusion to these discussions. It is also unclear what the 
outcome will be. Meanwhile, if we are to inaugurate a new program 
next fall, we need Senate action at this time. 

That brings us to our interim proposal: 

We recommend that the Senate adopt our recommendations 
excluding those relating to English and communications. 

Approval of this recommendation would permit the core of our 
proposal to go forward, regardless of what happens with the 
English/Communication recommendation. While we think that our 
initial recommendation on English and speech is both well-conceived 
and important to the program, it is not essential; debate on its 
merits should not be allowed to block the basic changes needed to 
revive the program. 

The effect of this action would be to approve the following 
three components for a new honors curriculum: 

( 1) Honors students would be required to complete a Senior 
Project of its equivalent in their major; 

(2) Honors students would satisfy existing Issues and 
Perspectives requirements in general education by taking two honors 
I&P courses; 

(3) Honors students would substitute three introductory level 
honors seminars for three of their seven required introductory 
courses in the general education program (they would, therefore, 
take four regular introductory sections to complete these 
requirements) . 

Pending discussions with English and Communications, and 
future Senate approval, =e=x=i=s~t=1=·n=g---=B=a=s~i=c"-=S=k=i=l=l=s"-=r=e~g~u=i=r~e=m==e=n=t=s'--w~o=u==l..=d 
remain unchanged. As provided for in our original report, the 
General Education Committee would have authority to approve both 
seminars and honors I&P courses as appropriate for general 
education credit. 

Senate action on this interim proposal will permit us to offer 
the first freshman seminars in the fall, without prejudicing 
discussions about our proposals relating to English and speech. If 
we reach agreement with the two departments in the next six weeks, 
we should be able to incorporate those agreements into our 
planning. If not, we will nonetheless will have achieved the most 
important thing: a coherent, focused honors curriculum. This is our 
primary goal. Further enhancements will always be possible. 
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None of the three components of our recommendations that we 
seek approval of at this time raise issues that require extensive 
further study before the Senate acts. The Senior Project 
requirement, with the flexible options we included, meets the 
concerns expressed by a few departments in our fall survey. Most 
departments responding to the survey endorsed it. The Issues and 
Perspectives requirement fits within existing general education 
policy. Therefore, only the proposed freshman/sophomore seminar 
requirement should pose any questions at all. In effect, this 
recommendation is that the honors program be allowed to design 
alternative, skills-intensive introductory courses for its 
participants, subject in each case to the approval of the General 
Education Committee. 

Approval of these recommendations will permit us to begin now 
the task of recruiting more of the kind of students we all want. It 
gives us the means to develop not just a few good courses, but a 
program of good courses. That in turn provides us the basis on 
which we can build the kind of "community of scholars" that 
successful honors programs become. But the basis of that kind of 
development is curriculum--providing students a common academic 
experience . 

APPENDIX: HONORS AT KU AND KSU 

University of Kansas: 

The honors program offers honors sections of the regular 
general education curriculum and .a few special seminars. Nearly all 
general education departments regularly schedule honors sections of 
their introductory courses. Students must have a 30 composite ACT 
score to enroll in the program. 

Comparison: We try to match this approach, but regularly offer 
honors sections in only basic skills, psychology, and mathematics. 
We could match the KU program only with greatly expanded honors 
enrollments to support course enrollments. However, this would be 
possible only if our program attracted 2-3 times the number of 
students it now does. We cannot match the 30 ACT standard unless we 
reduce the program to a fraction of its current size. Our 
recommendation for special freshman/sophomore seminars is intended 
to provide the same kind of content focus KU has without offering 
an honors version of the complete general education menu. Where KU 
can afford 20 honors sections a semester that fit general education 
requirements, we presently average 3; the proposed new curriculum 
would offer up to 6 sections each of a student's first three 
semesters. At KU, honors students fulfill general education 
requirements in honors; at WSU they cannot now do so. Under our 



' proposal, they could do so substantially, following an alternative • 
general education track. 

Kansas State University: 

Each college has its own honors program. In the smaller 
colleges, these center in the major. In Arts and Sciences, the 
program resembles a scaled back version of what we are recommending 
(special seminar courses for general education credit; students 
excused from one semester of composition). 

Comparison: At present, only a handful of WSU students earn any 
honors credits in their major, none earn substantial major credits 
in honors (because there are no courses}. We presently offer 1 or 
2 special seminar courses annually. Our recommendations would 
create a program comparable to that in KSU's College of Arts and 
Sciences, but with the advantage of more offerings, and an all
university student body. We may or may not match or improve KSU's 
handling of basic skills requirements. 

KSU puts a great deal of its available honors resources into an 
aggressive effort to recruit a small number of top-ranked students, 
who are then groomed for successful national competitions. To us, 
this approach is an example of mis-guided elitism. 

• 
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TO: 

FROM: · 
DATE: 

10:22 'a'316 689 3048 

Jolynne Cambell 
Faculty Senate President 
Steve· Carothers and Brandi Fisher 
January 26, 1996 

WSU - ILL r-----~=· ...::.o-=.co 11 o o 1 
Post-1t,. brand fax transmittal memo 7671 I II of pages "' / 

Co. .J Co. ..., 

Dept. • 
Pu ,..c /i,; .. , ,..,,. 

SUBJECT: Response to.Faculty Se!nale Meeling 
Fax# . J 9 

307· ~ 

We would like to thank the Faculty Senate for allowi11g us to represent the sludcnts' views about 
the proposed curriculum changes in the the Emory Lindquist Honors Program. As upperclassmen 
who have eilher <:Ompleted or nearly completed the honors curriculum and have experienced both 
the positive and negative aspects of the current program, we believe that changes in the current 
program are necessary for I.he revitalization of lhe honors program. Despite student enthusiasm for 
the proposed changes, we wcl'e somewhat disheartened by the attitudes expressed hy certain 
fa~ulty. 

A thriving honors program should not only provide a stimulating atmosphere of learning, buL 
should also facilitate an atmosphere of cam::i.raclerie among the studenLc;_ Recently, we have seen 
more activily in the lounge, due to new furniture and other improvements, and a renewed interest 
from the students for the program. For lhis reason, we feel that this is the perfect time to 
implement po.sili\'c:: changes in tlic cu1i-iculun1 I.hat 1,ot only tonsist of ;;tirnulating and in110V'1tive 
teaching methods, but also allow more inleraction a.mong the. slu<lcnls. If the sLudenLs can bond 
with each other during their early years at WSU by taking challenging and relevant courses with 
each other, the likelihood that they will stay togethe·r and graduate from the program will increase. 
WSU should be concerned with educating and challenging the honors students and encouraging 
completion of the ho~ors program since a university is judged by the quality of people that it 
graduates. 

Currently, many student,; would argue that the curriculum is too limiting, mo.king graduation from 
the program difficult if. not impossible. For example, the school of engineering has a rigid 
curriculum limiting the ·variety of humanities courses that will count Lowa rd graduation. At least 
two of the honors courses that were accepted by the college of engineering in the Fall of 1990 are 
no longer accepted. This has made it nearly impossible to both graduate from the honors program 
and earn an engineering degree. The college of engineering is not unique in this dilemna on 
campus. For this reason, I hope that the Faculty Senate will implement a plan to merge Speech 
111, ancl the English Composition courses with intensive seminars in the liberal arts. This would 
give the engineering student some "free" courses to be used on honors classes that might not 
necessarily be accep·ted hy the college for graduation but will enhance the education of the student. 

Several faculty members justifiably expressed some uncertainty about the appropriateness and 
effectiveness of the proposed curriculum. The logistics and responsbility of teaching these seminar 
courses is not :i simple issue. Howevei·, it seemed during ~he meeting that some faculty were 
delivering somewhat personal attacks on others (including students), as well as taking criticisms 
too personally. The students from the Emory Lindquist Honors Program who atteneded the 
meeting had expected a more professional and objeclive dialogue from the facully. Several 
comments by a very small percentage of the Senale members were directed towar<l l11e competence 
and arrogance of honors students. IL is true that during high school some honor~ students may be 
given too much positive reinforcement. However, that is n()l the stude1'lls' fault and should not be 
held against the students. Certainly, giving up entirely on honors students for this sole reason is 
not justified. As for the competence of the students, keep in mind that these are freshman sLudents 
who are not pursuing a Master's or Doctorate Degree prest?ntly. Therefore, they do not know 
''.l!vcrything'' but do show .a willingness and ability to learn quickly when the course material is 
stimulating. 

We hope lhat in the future faculty members will be more courteous to other members and guests of 
. the Senate, so that more productive discussions can occur. The goal is to create a stimulating 
educational program for honors students that attracts high school students to WSU and makes 
~omplelion of the honors cuniculum feasible. The proposed seminar curriculum is probably not 
the only way to achieve this, and an honest but courteous discussion will lead to a solution. 
However, if some members of the Senate choose _to Lake an "us againsc them'' policy and play a 
political game, then it will be the students who lose. 
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FACULTY SENATE 

Wichita State University 
lli1€11€1Illt:lll•:•1,:1;f1fi1•Mifl!!II 

Minutes of the Meeting of January 29. 1996 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Alagic, Badgett, Bair, Bajaj, Benson, Berry-Bravo, Brooks, 
Burk, Byrum, Carroll, Cavarozzi, Chambers, Campbell, Chaudhuri, Coats, Desilva, 
Detjens, Deyoe, Eaglesfield, Erickson, Hamdeh, Hawley, Hitchcock, Horn, Houts, 
Hoyer, Kraft, Kukral, Leland, Lescoe-Long, Mandt, Matson, Murphey, Paske, 
Riordan, Saalmann, Schommer, Sharp, Sutterlin, Swan, Talia, Terrell, Wahlbeck, 
Wang, Williamson 

MEMBERS ABSENT: Baxter. Celestin . Christensen . Drei fort. Fowl er . Gythi el . 
Hughes. Hundley, Leavitt. Nagati. Parkhurst . Yeager 

GUESTS : L. Murphy 

SUMMARY OF ACTION: 
1. Accepted nomination of Pamala Larsen representing the College of Health 

Professions on the General Education Committee to replace Betty Sullivan who is 
on sabbatical leave . 

2. Accepted and approved Interim Proposal of January 24, 1995 for the 
Honors Program. 

I. CALL OF THE MEETING TO ORDER: President Campbell called the meeting to 
order at 3:33pm. 

II. INFORMAL STATEMENTS AND PROPOSALS: President Campbell announced that the 
new Tenure & Promotion Personnel Record format (Faculty Senate policy 54) and the 
Revisions for Chapter 3. 3.1431 of the Faculty Handbook (Faculty Senate policy 55) 
have been approved by the University Administration and are being forwarded to 
Academic Affairs to be placed in the Faculty Handbook . 

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: None 

IV. PRESIDENTS REPORT: None 

V. COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
A. Rules Committee. Committee Chair Hawley announced that Pamala Larsen 

was nominated to represent the College of Health Professions on the General 
Education Committee to replace Betty Sullivan who is on sabbatical leave . The 
appointment was approved . 

8. Honors Committee. 
President Campbell asked for discussion to begin on the Interim Proposal . 

dated January 24 . attached to the agenda . She called on Ben Rogers . Chair of the 
Honors Committee . This proposal. he said . was essentially the core of the original 
proposal that was discussed by the Senate in December . 1995 . but without the 
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recommendations about English and Communications . The effect of this. as listed on 
page 2 of the January 24. document. is three things: 1) that Honors students would 
be required to complete a Senior Project or its equivalent in their major: 2) 
Honors students would satisfy existing Issues and Perspectives requirements in 
general education by taking two honors I&P courses: and 3) Honors students would 
substitute three introductory level honors seminars for three of their seven 
required introductory courses in the general education program (they would take 
three honors seminars plus four introductory general education courses to complete 
this requirement). Chair Rogers went on to say that the proposal of December had 
been discussed by the General Education Committee on January 25. and was not 
approved by that Committee. As a result. Chair Rogers stated that a recommendation 
cannot be brought to the Senate from that Committee . He stated that the Honors 
Committee wanted reactions. recommendations. and issues from Senators so that the 
committee could further develop the proposal. He stated that the Interim proposal 
was formally on the floor and asked for discussion . 

Senator Leland raised a point of order. stating that the proposal had not met 
the requirements of the vote of the Senate of the meeting of December 11. Since the 
appropriate constituencies had not been consulted. as was required by the vote of 
the Senate on December 11. this proposal was out of order. Senator Murphey verified 
that his motion at the December 11. meeting, to have consultation with the natural 
sciences and mathematics departments had indeed been passed. Senator Bajaj asked if 
indeed those constituencies had been consulted: Chair Rogers stated that they had 
not. Senator Mandt stated that because of time constraints due to the holiday and 
semester break seasons. there was not the time for such consultations . As a result. 

iWiil!i1i~Jg:~1:~~g~i ~e~~~e1~!ff'ffl·~~!l='='f''~P,!lf,ll:fg~f!!1fl~~!,wff1,~l~~ime. 
Si:iii"ator ... MLfr".pfiey·stated that there a re two issues related to this motion: first. the 
issue of time -- perhaps the proposal was being rushed through the approval process 
too quickly -- and the issue of the honors freshmen seminars -- that seminars at the 
freshmen level. especially in the sciences. might not be appropriate. Senator Paske 
stated that these issues should not prevent a discussion on the proposal and that 
the reasons why the point of order was made should not deter a legitimate airing of 
the issues so that this proposal could go forward. Senator Leland agreed that the 
proposal should be discussed but that it should not be rushed through . Senator 
Terrell stated that the point of order should not be supported because it would 
perhaps take another year to get the proposal back on the agenda. 

President Campbell called for a vote on the point of order motion. The motion 
failed & the Interim Proposal was put on the floor for discussion. 

President Campbell circulated a letter from two of the students who spoke at 
the Senate meeting December 11. requesting that the Senate endorse the new honors 
proposal and that faculty members be more courteous to guest at Senate . 

Senator Matson summarized the discussion of the Interim proposal by the 
General Education Committee at their meeting January 25. Some of the specifics of 
the proposal had not been acceptable to some of the members of the Committee. The 
committee did listen to the concerns of their constituents from English and 
Communications . The conclusion of the Committee was that there were too many 
questions as to the specifics of the courses and procedures. such as the process for 
gaining course approval . The Committee concluded that more deliberations were 
needed and could not endorse the Honors Committee Interim proposal as presented. 

Senator Byrum asked if the senior project were an addition to the major . 
Senator Mandt stated that the department would determine the nature of the project. 
as stated in the proposal that was debated by the Senate in December . 

Discussion on the freshman seminar feature of the proposal followed. Senator 
Swan expressed concern for the programs that have very little space for electives. 
Senator Carroll asked for a definition of these seminars. more description of the 
progression of these courses --that is . how would a student know what to take. since 
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these were meant to be taken in succession. and an explanation of procedures for 
approval of the courses . Senator Mandt stated that a lot of schools call these 
"freshman seminar." yet in the strict sense of the word these are not seminars. 
Senator Mandt distributed a handout that summt3fi?~d the requirements 1.@]f.mit:gqfJm~ 
and the mi X of honors and other courses that ¢.mild would be taken. ChaTf""Ri5gefs······· 
stated that it was extremely important to tie····the ·····honors seminars to the General 
Education program. On the second issue raised by Senator Carroll-- the progression 
of the seminars--Senator Mandt stated that this would be addressed by the numbering 
of the courses. Chair Rogers added that it is hoped there would be six different 
sections of a seminar and that each section would go through the usual approval 
process. 

Senator Kraft questioned the ramifications of not moving ahead with the 
proposal and stated that it seemed to be an appropriated . reasonable and creative 
solution to the Honors program problems. 

A discussion on the course approval process followed . Senator Mandt explained 
that an Honors course is created one of two ways, a course is conceived & proposed 
by a faculty member. or the Honors Director finds a class suitable to the Honors 
curriculum. It must be then approved by the Department. next the Honors Committee 
must approve it. Next the General Education committee approves all I & P courses 
plus all courses that relate to the core general program. The Curriculum Committee. 
having oversight for units not in a college and because Honors is not in a college, 
new honors courses must be approved by them as well. Chair Rogers descr ibed a "usual 
scenario" on how a course would be generated. 

Senator Swan stated that there should be an honors program within the major. 
Chair Rogers replied that such a program would be entirely different from the 
proposal currently being considered and that what is being proposed is more typical 
of many universities. Senator Houts added that if this proposal were established. 
there could very likely be some variation in the type of program in the future . 

Senator Paske stated that the Senate Honors Committee had been working several 
years on these issues. and that this was a plausible proposal that should go 
forward. 

Senator Carroll asked if it would be possible to start the fall semester with 
the four courses that are in place already and that have good enrollments. to use 
this semester to develop the program more fully, and to have the proposal approved 
next spring. 

Senator Hawley stated that the heart of the matter is whether we accept three 
seminars instead of regular introductory courses and that debate should be l imited 
to that issue alone. the rest of the issues are mere procedural ones that could be 
worked out . 

Senator Leland stated that there is a risk of loosing credit hours in 
introductory courses if this program were instituted. 

Senator Hoyer moved the previous question: Senator Paske seconded the motion . 
The previous question was accepted and debate closed . 
President Campbell next called for a vote to accept the interim proposal. the 

three pages attached to the agenda. There was discussion as to which proposal was 
being considered-- the one attached to the December 11 . agenda or the one attached 
to the January 29. agenda. President Campbell stated that the interim proposal as 
attached to the agenda of January 29. 1996. was the subject of the vote. nothing 
else . 

Those approved : 22: disapproved 13: the motion carried and the Interim 
Proposal was approved. 

Senat9r .. Manqt ... sJt3te9 ... t.~_t3t .. h~ .. ~Qlll d __ bt j _ng __ to .. t.he . r,e)(t ... rTl~~ti.ng ___ ii ___ wr i tten 
~~~~ir~n~hP~lf~!!-~:1:t=!!'~~f~1 l~R~,i!ff=g!~11ilrti1ti1~:1imi]:1Jtexp 1 a i ni ng 

Senator Terrell moved . and Senator Williamson seconded. a motion to adjourn. 
The meeting adjourned at 4:50pm . 
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Respectfully submitted, 
Jean Eaglesfield, Secretary 
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